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Abstract

Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are increasingly
used to implement complex missions that require robots with
a high level of operational autonomy. AI temporal planners
are particularly well suited to solve a large number of these
real-world problems which often involve temporal and nu-
meric constraints. However, the applicability of such solvers
is limited in cases where certain aspects of the domain are in-
complete or unknown. In this work, we present a general ap-
proach to task planning based on the combination of temporal
planning, contingent planning and run-time sensing. We in-
troduce an approach which solves contingent problems using
offline temporal planning, which reduces the risks associated
with replaning in non-quiescent environments. This transla-
tion extends the range of problems that can be solved by
temporal planners. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our
approach with a new set of temporally-contingent planning
problems from a real underwater domain.

1 Introduction and Motivation
As automated planning approaches have matured over the
past decade, we have seen their introduction in a wide
range of real-world applications, including AUV missions
(Thompson and Guihen 2019) interested in ocean sampling,
maintenance of offshore structures, emergency response,
and military intervention. This can be attributed to the gen-
eral applicability of planning algorithms (Kerschke et al.
2019) and the variety of input languages available for mod-
elling different types of planning problems (e.g., classical
(McDermott et al. 1998), temporal (Fox and Long 2003),
contingent (Edelkamp and Hoffmann 2004), etc.). Regard-
less of the language, planning models must represent the
domain properties, goals, constraints, and costs in order that
the generated plan—a structured sequence of actions that
guides the initial world state to a goal state—is suitable for
execution in the world. As a result, planning models for real-
world applications can be complex, representing numeric
and temporal constraints and domain uncertainty.

Temporal planning solutions have proved to be effective
for implementing AUV missions (Cashmore et al. 2014;
Buksz et al. 2018; Carreno et al. 2021) as they provide
knowledge about the activity schedule, deal with concurrent
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Figure 1: An offshore energy domain including a wind farm
scenario. The domain presents multiple AUVs that are used
for maintenance and inspection tasks. The AUVs embed a
cavitation cleaning technology to remove biofouling from
a Boat Landing Area (BLA) at the wind turbine base. The
BLA state is unknown at planning time.

actions, and consider numeric constraints. However, such
planners are based on deterministic planning models with
predictable outcomes and completely known initial states,
limiting their applicability in real-world domains that are of-
ten incomplete or unknown. One option for mitigating these
issues is to introduce robust execution monitoring and on-
line replanning, in order to detect and reactively respond to
unexpected changes in the world. However, the replanning
process requires additional computational effort during plan
execution. In non-quiescent domains (i.e., underwater), re-
planning introduces delays associated with the generation of
new plans that can lead to a plan no longer being valid for
the AUV’s current state when execution begins.

Another solution to deal with knowledge incompleteness
is the application of contingent planning approaches. Con-
tingent planning (Peot and Smith 1992; Weld, Anderson, and
Smith 1998) copes with certain types of incomplete informa-
tion by treating the plan output as a decision tree with a set
of different contingent branches that could arise. Unlike the
replanning approach, contingent planning has more offline
computation and generates a plan solution that considers de-
cision points predicated on sensing outcomes. A contingent
plan guides the agent to act conditionally to achieve the goal,



with sensing actions in the decision tree enabling the planner
to decide which branch to take. However, these planners are
not usually suitable for solving problems with numeric and
temporal constraints. This paper focuses on temporal plan-
ning problems with numeric conditions where the action se-
quences required to reach the goals give rise to conditional
plans and reasoning about incomplete information resulting
from sensing actions. Consider the following example:

Example 1 (Biofouling Cleaning). An offshore underwa-
ter scenario (see Figure 1) includes an energy structure and
a wind farm with several turbines that require regular in-
spection and maintenance. One common problem for wind
turbines is biofouling that causes degradation in the base, se-
riously affecting the boat landing area (BLA) and obstruct-
ing the transportation of operators to work in other parts of
the structure. The mission goal is to clean the BLA of three
turbines (t1, t2 and t3). An AUV with underwater monitor-
ing equipment and cavitation cleaning equipment is used to
inspect the BLA regularly, evaluate its state (obstructed/non-
obstructed) and implement cleaning actions in the area if this
is required. In the initial state, the robot is at the docking
point. From there, it is possible to navigate to the BLA, and
from there, the AUV inspects the area. The AUV’s action de-
pends on the area’s state: if the area presents biofouling (ob-
structed), then the AUV should clean it, which is a highly en-
ergy consuming action; if the area is clean (non-obstructed),
then the AUV does not need to perform any further action
associated to this goal. The state of the BLA is unknown at
planning time and can be checked using a sensing action.
The robot needs to recharge the battery by sharing a dock-
ing point with other AUVs with scheduled recharging times.
Finally, the robot has to communicate to the operation centre
every time a cleaning action is completed.

We note that no sequence of actions allows the AUV to
achieve the goals without first gathering additional knowl-
edge from the BLA, which requires reasoning about incom-
plete sensing information. Since domain incompleteness is
limited to a few possible states for the BLA, the problem
is suitable for contingent planning. In addition, the prob-
lem involves temporal and numeric conditions. Temporal
constraints are essential for scheduling the recharging tasks
with the docking point unavailable for specific time slots
while other AUVs are recharging. Our robot would also need
to recharge at different times depending on the number of
cleaning actions it has to implement and the goal locations.
Finally, the domain presents numeric constraints associated
with reporting the cleaning actions to the operation centre.

This paper proposes an approach for compiling contingent
plan construction into a temporal planning framework for
AUV missions. We present a new planning solution which
can reason about incomplete knowledge while meeting the
temporal and numeric constraints of the problem. We test
our approach by solving contingent problems offline using
temporal planners. We also provide a new AUV planning do-
main (inspired by Example 1) that we use to evaluate the per-
formance of our solver in simulated and real scenarios. This
translation introduces additional flexibility in the plan con-
struction when performing tasks in dynamic environments.

2 Related Work
The planning community has had a long-standing interest
in the problem of planning with incomplete information
and sensing actions. Examples of early offline contingent
planners which address these problems are PKS (Petrick
and Bacchus 2002), Contingent-FF (Hoffmann and Brafman
2005), CLG (Albore, Palacios, and Geffner 2009), and DNF
and CNF (To, Pontelli, and Son 2011). These planners are
able to search and deliberate, have the capacity to avoid
deadends, and also support the generation of high-quality
optimised plans. Palacios, Albore, and Geffner (2014); Braf-
man and Shani (2012); Bonet and Geffner (2014) present
compilation-based approaches that computes full offline so-
lutions using classical planning. However, finding solu-
tions for all contingent branches is conditioned by classi-
cal planning heuristic generation methods. Other approaches
(Muise, Belle, and McIlraith 2014; Camacho, Muise, and
McIlraith 2016) generate smaller and faster conditional
plans by treating the problem as Fully Observable and Non-
Deterministic (FOND). None of these contingent planners
reason explicitly about time. We connect contingency anal-
ysis with temporal reasoning in our approach which is an
understudied area of research.

Few approaches in the literature consider both incomplete
information and explicit notions of time. Temporal plan-
ning with solvers based on heuristic forward search have
shown the best performance while generating and executing
real underwater deployments (Cashmore et al. 2014; Buksz
et al. 2018). Examples of planners reasoning about time are
POPF (Coles et al. 2010), and OPTIC (Benton, Coles, and
Coles 2012). These approaches solve a large number of well-
established domains (Long and Fox 2003) that require tem-
poral and numeric analysis, providing good scalability per-
formance. However, their solutions do not consider model’s
uncertainty. Tsamardinos, Vidal, and Pollack (2003) pro-
posed the CPT formalisation, which adds observation nodes
and attaches labels to all nodes to indicate conditions for a
node’s execution. CPT allows reasoning about the construc-
tion of conditional plans with temporal constraints. This for-
malisation is further extended by the TCP framework (Foss
and Onder 2005) to cope with parallel plans, non-temporal
metrics and multiple planner goals. TCP is a greedy itera-
tive algorithm that inserts branches based on time rather than
world conditions. This differs from our approach, where the
acquisition of unknown world information leads to a plan
solution. Strategies based on Simple Temporal Networks
with Uncertainty (STNU) such as (Cimatti et al. 2014) are
used as temporal scheduling tools where conditions and de-
cisions can be added to STNUs (Combi, Hunsberger, and
Posenato 2013; Zavatteri and Viganò 2019). Combi et al.
(2019) present an encoding to Conditional Simple Tempo-
ral Networks with Uncertainty and Resources (CSTNURs)
with promising results in a set of applications. These so-
lutions do not focus on solving problems where incom-
plete information is acquired using sensing actions. Finally,
some work associated with temporal plan merging (Hashmi
and Seghrouchni 2010) and opportunistic planning consider
temporal (Cashmore et al. 2017) and resource (Coles 2012)
constraints. However, these approaches aim to generate al-



ternative branches to achieve soft goals, which differs from
our solution where hard goal completion requires contingent
reasoning.

3 Temporally-Contingent Planning
In this section we formulate the temporally-contingent plan-
ning (TCP) problem and review the policy solving the
model. In this work we adopt the Planning Domain Defi-
nition Language (PDDL) (McDermott et al. 1998).

Problem Definition. Considering PDDL2.1 (Fox and Long
2003), Definition 1 defines a propositional temporal plan-
ning problem, with Timed Initial Literals (TILs) (Cresswell
and Coddington 2003).

Definition 1. A temporal planning problem is a tuple
PT := 〈P,F ,AT , IT ,GT , T 〉, where P is set of atomic
propositions describing the state of the world; F is a set of
task numeric variables called fluents; AT is a set of instan-
taneous and durative actions, with controllable and known
duration; IT : P ∪ F → {>,⊥} ∪ R is a total func-
tion describing the initial state of predicates and functions;
GT : P ∪ F → {>,⊥} ∪ R is a (possibly) partial func-
tion that describes the goal conditions, where each goal
g ∈ GT is a p, where p ⊆ P; and T is a set of time win-
dows. Each time window is defined using timed initial liter-
als (TILs). Let Z be the (finite) set of all TILs, where each
TIL l = 〈t(l), lit(l)〉 ∈ T defines the time t(l) and the lit-
eral lit(l), specifying which proposition p becomes true (or
false) at time t(l), where p ∈ P .

Definition 2. An instantaneous action ait, where ait ∈ AT

is a tuple 〈aitpre
aiteff
〉; aitpre

is a set of preconditions that
must hold for the action to be applicable; and aiteff

is the
set of action effects of type: positive effects (a+iteff

), negative
effects (a−iteff

) and numeric effects (aniteff
).

Definition 3. A durative action adt, where adt ∈ AT is
a tuple 〈adtpre

, adteff
, adtdur

〉; adtpre
is a set of conditions

that must hold for the action to be applicable of type: at-
start (adtpre`), over-all (adtpre↔), and at-end (adtprea); adteff

is the set of action effects of type: positive starting effects
(a+dteff `), negative starting effects (a−dteff `), numeric starting
effects (andteff `), continuous numeric effects (andteff↔), posi-
tive ending effects (a+dteff a), negative ending effects (a−dteff a),
numeric ending effects (andteff a); and adtdur

is a set of dura-
tion constraints.

For the scope of this paper, temporal plans consider se-
quences of durative actions that are bounded by a starting
and ending time. We call these plan solutions time-aware
plans (ΠT ). Figure 2a shows a fragment of a sequence of
actions that describe the solution of Example 1 where the
problem does not present incomplete knowledge in the ini-
tial state IT . Therefore, the planning problem PT considers
P contains a proposition p which defines the state of the
BLA at turbine t1 as (bla obstructed t1) (require bio-
fouling cleaning) and p ∈ IT . The plan structure in this case
is a single sequence of durative actions (defined by the ar-
rows) which transform the initial state S0 to a goal state Sg .

In this case no contingent branches are required to reach the
goal state as the problem is completely known and the sens-
ing action is not required to achieve incomplete information.

We now define the contingent planning problem. To do
so, we consider partial observability and the existence of
non-deterministic (sensing) actions. Contingent planning
approaches do not consider temporal notions. Therefore, the
reasoning around action duration is relegated to the run-time
plan implementation. Additionally, we make a distinction
between sensing actions and physical actions to simplify the
notation. For instance, in Figure 2b, action inspect-area
is a sensing action that provides the type of information re-
quired to generate contingent branches. On the other hand,
physical actions such as navigation are ordinary planning
actions that support goal implementation but do not con-
tribute to contingent branch construction. Physical actions
are instantaneous actions (see Definition 2).

Definition 4. A contingent planning problem is a tuple
PC := 〈P,AC ,Φ, IC ,GC〉, where P is set of atomic propo-
sitions describing the state of the world; AC is a set of in-
stantaneous physical actions providing the means of change
in the domain; Φ is a set of sensing actions (observations),
separate from AC such that Φ ∩ AC = ∅; IC is the set of
clauses over P that denotes the initial state; and GC is a set
of literals over P representing the goals.

Definition 5. A sensing action φi, where φi ∈ Φ is a tuple
〈φpre , φeff 〉; φpre is a set of conditions that must hold for
the action to be applicable; and φeff reveal the truth value
of a proposition p, p ∈ P .

The contingent planning problem PC presents two action
types that have as preconditions a conjunction of literals.
These two action types reveal differences in the action ef-
fects. A physical instantaneous action aic ∈ AC , is mod-
elled by aic : aicpre

→ aiceff
, where aicpre

(a set of literals)
characterises the preconditions and aiceff

(a set of literals) is
the set of conditional effects. The effect of a physical action
is defined by φeff . A literal l is a proposition p ∈ P or its
negation ¬p. A set of literals L is consistent if the condition
{p, ¬p} * L holds; and complete if {p, ¬p} ∩ L 6= ∅ holds
for every p ∈ P . A state s is defined as a consistent and
complete set of literals. A belief state b represents the set of
world states that are possible.

A contingent plan solution ΠC for PC is a branching
structure called a transition tree constructed from the ac-
tions and observations of P . In practice, observations are
treated as sensing actions. Figure 2b shows fragment of a
contingent plan solution for Example 1. Note ΠC does not
contemplate the action duration and therefore the solution is
limited for problems with temporal requirements. The AUV
cannot reason about the recharging time limitations imposed
for sharing the docking point. If the robot needs to recharge
and the point is occupied the AUV will need to wait con-
sidering it is not possible to establish previous reasoning to
optimise the position of the action in the plan. The recog-
nition of the domain incompleteness support the generation
of branches that respond to all possible outcomes of the un-
known proposition. A temporally-contingent planning prob-
lem PTC is PTC = PT ∪ PC .



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: In (a), fragment of a temporal plan ΠT . In (b) fragment of a contingent plan. In (c) fragment of a contingent plan
with temporal constraints ΠTC for Example 1. ΠT and ΠTC contains nodes representing durative actions and edges [t,d]
representing the action starting time and duration. ΠC and ΠTC contain nodes (green) sensing actions (inspect-area), which
lead to multiple sub-plans, and edges showing action’s connections.

Definition 6. A temporally-contingent planning problem is
a tuple PTC := 〈P,F ,A,∆, IT ,GT , T 〉, where P is set of
atomic propositions describing the state of the world; F is
a set of task numeric variables called fluents; A is a set of
instantaneous (ait) and durative (aid) physical actions with
ait = aic; ∆ is a set of durative sensing actions, where
δ ∈ ∆ is a sensing action defined as 〈δpre , δeff , δdur〉 with
δpre the preconditions required for sensing action δ being
executable, δeff defines the sensing action effects, where a
literal l (a proposition p) in the set δeff : L reveals the truth
value of the unknown atomic proposition p ∈ P at the end
of the action, and δdur parameter representing a set of dura-
tion constraints (controllable and known), δ holds the same
action precondition and effect types than a durative action
adt; IT is the set of clauses over P ∪F that denotes the ini-
tial state; GT is a set of literals over P ∪F representing the
goals; and T is a set of time windows. Each time window is
defined using timed initial literals (TILs).

State Model for PTC . The PTC defines the state model
S(PTC) = 〈S,SI ,SG ,M,O〉; where S represents a finite
set of states over the propositions and fluents P ∪ F ; SI is
the set of possible initial states, SI ⊆ S; SG is the set of goal
states, SG ⊆ S;M is a set of actions withM(s) denoting
the actions inM (A and ∆) that are applicable in the state s
(actions with preconditions true in s); O is a set of observa-
tion tokens. An action a or δ applicable in a state s changes
the state to s′ = f(a, t, s) at time t and results in a observa-
tion token o(s′, t, a) ∈ O. f(a, t, s) is the state-transition
function determined by the conditional effects associated
with physical and sensing actions in M and the time t the
conditional effects occur; and o(s, t, a) is > for a ∈ A, and
o(s, t, δ) is > or ⊥ according to the truth value of propo-
sition p in state s for δ ∈ ∆. Executions are sequences of
action-time-observation sets (m0, tm0

, o0)...(mn, tmn
, on),

where m ∈ M. An execution is possible in the model S
if, starting from the initial belief b0, each action mn is ap-
plicable in the belief bn resulting from the execution up to
mn; and the minimum time tmn−1

at which an applicable
action mn−1 can start is tmn−1

= tmn−2
+ dmn−2

, where
mn−2 is a parent action, mn−1 is a child action, tmn−2 is
mn−2 starting time, and dmn−2 its duration. A tree policy
π is a function mapping executions into actions. The execu-
tions induced by a tree policy π are the possible executions
in which ai is the action dictated by the policy given the the
execution up to ai. A policy solves the model if all such ex-
ecutions reach a goal belief state, i.e., a belief state b ⊆ SG .
The solution to this planning problem requires a solver ca-
pable of solving a time-knowledge aware plan ΠTC . A plan
solution for the temporally-contingent planning problem is
shown in Figure 2c. The branched plan shows the solution
deals with the domain incompleteness. In addition, ΠTC rea-
sons about the temporal requirements allowing the schedul-
ing of actions in the plan with numeric and temporal con-
straints. The state model S(PTC) handles the deterministic
temporally-contingent planning.

4 Problem Translation and Planning
This section describes the methodology for translating tem-
porally contingent planning problems PTC to temporal
problems PT that can be solved for a temporal planner. This
strategy takes as initial reference the work implemented in
(Palacios, Albore, and Geffner 2014) where authors propose
two alternative translations of contingent into classical prob-
lems. Our approach introduces a set of changes regarding
the second translation presented in mentioned work. First,
we insert the temporal notions into the contingent problem.
Second, we remove the axioms from the translation, which
increases the number of fluents and actions. Finally, the



sensing action is the only source of uncertainty in the origi-
nal temporally-contingent planning problem, similarly to the
problems analysed by Muise, Belle, and McIlraith (2014).
The sensing action reveals the truth value of a proposition
while introducing a set of other conditional effects. For in-
stance, the effect of executing action (inspect-area auv
camera t1) can be ¬(bla obstructed t1) (the BLA is
clean) and (available auv) (the AUV is ready to exe-
cute the next action). The approach accounts for the actions
in one specific traversal of the policy tree, building a tem-
poral solution for each conditional branch. An example of
a specific traversal is the temporal plan in Figure 2a where
the BLA is assumed to require biofouling cleaning. We use
the stack element defined by Palacios, Albore, and Geffner
(2014), which pushes the states that predict p to be false to be
analysed after finishing with all true p, where p ∈ P . A stack
size of H will suffice to obtain temporally-contingent plans
with branches that accommodate up to H observations. The
H value should be small considering the size of contingent
plans represented by trees is exponential in the maximum
number of observations. However, the source of uncertainty
in our problem is limited to sensing action which substan-
tially reduce the translation complexity.

Definition 7. The translation T (PTC) of PTC , where
PTC := 〈P,FA,∆, IT ,GT , T 〉 and the stack parameter
H > 0 is the temporal planning problem with subproblems
(or instances) T (PTC) = 〈P ′,F ′,A′,∆′, I ′T ,G′T , T ′〉 sup-
porting the translation, where

• P ′ = {L/s,m(s), lev(l), stack(s, l) : L ∈ P, s ∈
bIT , l ∈ [0,H]},

• F ′ = F ,
• I ′T = {L/s,m(s), lev(0) : L ∈ P, s ∈ bIT , s |= L},
• G′T = GT ,
• T ′ = T ,
• Actions:

– A′ = A ∪ {a(p, l, t) : a(p, t) ∈ δ, l ∈ [0,H]}, precon-
ditions L of a ∈ A replaced by XL and ¬XG; effects
a : C −→ E replaced by a : C/s,m(s) −→ E/s for each
s ∈ bIT , where C and E are sets (conjunction) of lit-
erals, aitpre and adtpre are enclosed in C, and aiteff

and
adteff

are enclosed in E ,
– ∆′ = ∆ ∪ {δ(p, l, t) : δ(p, t) ∈ ∆, l ∈ [0,H]}, pre-

conditions L of δ(p) ∈ ∆ become preconditions XL
for δ(p, l, t) in addition to lev(l), ¬XG, ¬Xp, ¬X¬p;
effects of δ(p, l, t) are ¬lev(l), lev(l + 1), and condi-
tional effect m(s), ¬p/s −→ stack(s, l + 1), ¬m(s),

– Pop actions preconditions of pop(l) are lev(l) andXG:
effects are ¬lev(l), lev(l − 1) and conditional effects
m(s) → ¬m(s) and stack(s, l) → ¬stack(s, l) for
each s ∈ bIT

The action following a sensing actions δ(p) where p is
true is considered first and the ordering is decided using H.
The translation T (PTC) contains propositions L/s for the
literals L in PTC and the possible initial states s ∈ bIT
where bIT = S0. Literals in PTC have the form p and ¬p
for p ∈ P . The literals L/s represent that L is true under

(:unknown-prop

(state on v1) (state on v2)

(bla obstructed t1) (bla obstructed t2) (...)

)

Figure 3: Construct unknown-prop defining the unknown
propositions in the PTC .

(:knowledge-updates

(oneof (state on v1)

(and (not (state on v1)) (valve_closed wp32)))

(oneof ... )

)

Figure 4: Construct knowledge-updates defining the pos-
sible outcomes associated to the unknown proposition.

the assumption that s is the true hidden initial state. Proposi-
tions m(s) are responsible for tracking of the set of possible
initial states s at any time. XL defines preconditions where
the context given by the hidden state s is implicit. The stack
is represented by propositions lev(l) to indicate the top of
the stack, stack(s, l) to indicate that the hidden state s has
been pushed onto the stack at level l, and static propositions
next(l, l + 1) that represent that one level follows the other.
We assume, static propositions are true for each l ∈ [0,H]
where H + 1 is the max stack level and G is a single propo-
sition.

The number of actions in the translation isO(|A|+H·|∆|)
whereH+ 1 is the stack size, the number of propositions is
O((|P|+H) · |bIT |), while the maximum number of condi-
tional effects per action is O(|S| · |P|). The translation en-
codes the accessibility relations among worlds by the m(s)
literals that represent the set of hidden initial states that are
possible given the current execution. The approach uses a
stack where the hidden states s that predict ¬p after the exe-
cution of the sensing action a(p, l, t) are stored. The transla-
tion makes also sure that p is not known either true or false
by adding the literals ¬Xp and ¬X¬p in the action precon-
dition. Finally, goals can be reached in the form of the XG
literal, so that the executions associated with hidden states
that have been pushed onto the stack become current and
can be extended to reach the goal as well.

Encoding the Unknown Propositions. Hidden literals
defining the possible initial states are externally defined and
used by the framework to generate the translation and the
plan solution. Example of representing unknown informa-
tion for the Simulation Scenario is presented in Figure 3. The
unknown propositions indicate that the (state on v1) and
(state on v2) are unknown in the initial state. The gener-
ation of the contingent sub-plans (branches) that model the
real value of an unknown literal l at the planning time takes
the information from the possible knowledge updates. Fig-
ure 4 shows a constructed example that defines the updates
associated with the incomplete information that will be true
in each branch. The updates are a complex nesting of and
and oneof clauses. Some of the nondeterminism is indepen-
dent, and others contain dependencies defined by the ands.



Temporal Reasoning. When translating the temporally-
contingent planning problem PTC it is required to find a
policy that guarantees the validity of the solution for all in-
stances of T (PTC) that provide the full solution. We assume
the durative sensing and physical actions in the tree require
the maximum duration to complete. First, we identify a seed
plan by considering there are not states that predict p to be
false modelling the plan’s actions. Resulting from the trans-
lation we know the points in the seed plan where p becomes
false and we use this to insert contingency branches asso-
ciated to particular T (PTC) instances. The system adds or-
dering constraints. An action aq is applicable in a plan if
its effects do not delete the propositional invariants of any
previous actions in the course to be completed at the time
aq ended. Following this dynamic, each action included in
the partial plan adds a new set of propositions that lead to a
new state. This analysis consider building a sequential tem-
poral plan for each possible T (PTC) instance. We ensure a
temporal instance Γ is sequential if there exists a sequential
plan πn solving Γ. Our approach solves all instances trans-
lated from PTC as sequential temporal instances consider-
ing the computation of the plan solution and its scheduling.
The scheduling considers tb1 = tseedSA

, where tseedSA
is

the time in the seed branch where the hidden l is revealed,
and tb1 is the branch starting time. The action order depends
on the time propositions hold in the seed plan and in the sub-
plans (branching plans) section before the current state. We
do not allow an action to move (or being scheduled) before
a branch starts (assuming it is needed in that branch and it
is not part of the seed plan) to avoid the movement inter-
fere with other branches. Our system can just move actions
earlier in a plan if there is correspondence in the sequence.
Definition 8. There is correspondence between plan steps
if step PS-1 is possible after plan step PS-0 in at least one
topological sort of the plan graph. A topological sort of a
plan’s graph is a linear ordering of the graph’s steps that re-
spect the temporal constraints denoted by the graph’s causal
links, conditioning links, and the ordering constraints.

Plan Generation. Algorithm 1 generalises our approach
which focuses in five steps: (i) take the problem and encode
it into a temporal planning problem, (ii) solve the result-
ing temporal planning problem, (iii) decode the plan into
a temporal contingent plan, and (iv) if an uncovered dis-
crepancy is found, refine model/initial state. The unknown
knowledge UK associated with individual propositions are
processed (line 2) to extract all true values following the
idea mentioned when the stack parameter was introduced
in this section. This information is used alongside the ini-
tial state SIT to generate a plan (line 3). This plan contains
then all sensing actions that potentially lead to the creat-
ing of additional branches. Then the structure of the plan
is represented as a tree (Q,U) (line 4). Each q ∈ Q is an
action in the plan with q0 the root of the tree that corre-
sponds to the first plan step and (e, b) ∈ U . The algorithm
evaluates the sensing action in the plan in an ordered man-
ner (line 6) to build all additional branches. The state is
the query for a different outcome of the sensing action to
construct the extensions or branches (line 7-8). The Build-

Algorithm 1: Planning Compiler
Input: SI : Problem Initial State.
Input: UK: Unknown Knowledge
Output: Πtc: Branched Plan.

1 begin
2 Y ← ExtractTrueUnknownKnowledge(UK)
3 Πtc ← GeneratePlan(Y , SI)
4 (Q,U)← tree for Πtc

5 S ′ ← S
6 for each ordered δ ∈ Πtc do
7 S ′ ← δ.apply(S ′)
8 (Q′,U ′)← BuildBranch(S ′)
9 if Q′ 6← ∅ then

10 F ← CheckUnknownKnowledge(UK)
11 e← Root(Q′,F)
12 b′ ← b+ 1
13 while e′ = b′ do
14 b′ ← Increment(b′, 1)
15 e← Increment(e, 1)

16 e← Root(Q,U ,F)
17 e← AddSubtree(Q′,U ′)
18 Q ← Add (b′ − 1, e)

19 return Πtc

Branch function in our method is associated with evaluat-
ing the current state for a different possible outcome of the
unknown proposition. If this return is non-empty (line 9),
the algorithm keeps evaluating the branch until reaching the
goal state (line 13-14). During branch evaluation, the tree is
rooted (line 15). Considering it might be the case, we found
additional branches in the actual subbranch we are expand-
ing (line 16). The algorithm keeps iteratively working on ex-
panding all subtrees until no further sensing actions require
expansion. Then Planning Compiler returns the temporally-
contingent plan solution Πtc (line 18).

Lemma 1. Correctness. We adopt a notion of correctness
considering: at run-time, the planner must have all neces-
sary knowledge at every step for plan’s execution, and if the
solver returns a plan ΠTC , the plan solve the temporally-
contingent planning problem. Following this the approach
returns a plan just when all sensing actions have been totally
expanded. The introduction of the check onQ ensures we ex-
plore all possible branches and the solution only exists if the
approach successfully evaluates all nodes in the policy tree.
If in the policy tree no nodes precedes its parents and chil-
dren nodes associated with positive observations are come
first. Let π(nN ) represent the action performed by the pol-
icy at time t in node nN , V(nN ) represents the set of hidden
states in the initial state, compatible with the execution up to
nN , and lev(nN ) the level of the node in the tree. If the lev-
els are not greater thanH+ 1, and the time tnN+1

at which
node nN+1 starts is always tnN + dnN , where dnN repre-
sents the duration of executing node nN then the sequence
of actions π′(n0), ..., π′(nN ), π′(nN+1) is a temporal plan
for T (PTC).



Figure 5: System Architecture for high-level task planning
in the AUV. The Plan Dispatcher takes information from
the Sensor Interface to determine the dispatch by consider-
ing sub-plans obtained in the (offline) planning phase. The
Planning Interface connects the Contingent Analyser with a
Goal-Based Temporal Planner to generate a branching solu-
tion that respond to all possible outcomes of the unknown
properties which are listed as inputs to the system.

Lemma 2. Soundness. Let r0, ..., rk be a temporal plan for
PTC such that mi(s) represents the status of the m(s) flu-
ents when the action rN is applied at time tN . Let the se-
quence of nodes n0, ..., nk−1, nk, where parent node nN at
time tN always come first than child node nN+1 at time
tN+1 such that tN < tN + dN < tN+1 and dN represents
the duration of executing the node nN . There is a state s
such that both mnN (s) and mnN+1

(s) are true and there is
no k, N < k < N + 1, such that mk(s) is true as well. In
such a case, the edge from nN to nN+1 is > for δ ∈ ∆ and
a ∈ A and N+1 > N . Else, the edge from nN to nN+1

is ⊥. Finally, the policy π(nN ) over the nodes of the tree
solves PTC .

5 System Architecture
In this section, we describe the main elements of the
AUV system architecture that supports the execution of
temporally-contingent plans. The set of possible sub-plans
(branches) is generated offline using the strategy defined in
Section 4. The execution of a particular branch is decided
online based on the information gathered. Figure 5 shows
the system architecture. The system contains four modules
that are interconnected at different levels with the World: (i)
Mission Interface, (ii) Planning Interface, (iii) Execution In-
terface, and (iv) Robot Interface.

Mission Interface. Includes the PDDL domain and prob-
lem that describes the initial state SI requirements. In addi-
tion, this component embeds the Unknown Info., which en-
capsulates all the unknown domain information required to
build the contingent branches. For instance, Unknown Info.
contains the possible states of the valves and the BLA in

the Biofouling Cleaning domain (e.g., (state on v1) and
¬(state on v1), (bla obstructed t1), etc.)

Planning Interface. Includes all the available knowledge at
the planning time to generate the problem and plan solution.
For this work, a Contingent Analyser takes the information
available in the Unknown Info. component to implement the
compilation of temporal planners into a contingent planning
structure that allows the obtain a temporally-contingent plan
solution. The Contingent Analyser interacts with the Prob-
lem Generator and a temporal planner (we use OPTIC (Ben-
ton, Coles, and Coles 2012)) to generate the branches that
respond to all possible values of the unknown propositions.
We built a parser to evaluate the plan solution before start-
ing the action dispatch that connects the Planning Interface
directly with the Execution Interface.

Execution Interface. Takes the dispatched action from the
Planning Interface and translates it to action commands un-
derstandable for the AUV. The Execution Interface acts as
a bridge providing the Sensing Information used to deter-
mine the actual value of the incomplete information at the
execution time. This component checks the sensing action’s
implementation closely to provide feedback to the Action
Dispatcher and decide the following action to execute.

Robot Interface. Includes the robotic platforms we can use
in the mission. This interface provides all necessary data to
evaluate the mission’s execution. This architecture extends
the actual ROSPlan (Cashmore et al. 2015) Action Interface
introducing a set of features to support the implementation
of conditional plans with durative actions. The planer pro-
duces plans using a domain model and a problem which are
inputs to the Knowledge Base (KB). In case of failures, the
system is able to react and replan considering the unfinished
goals. This architecture allows to integrate our system in
multiple robotic platforms. We implement the approach in
simulation using a RexROV2 (see Figure 6a), and in a real
environment using BlueROV2 (see Figure 6b).

6 Domain and Problem Definition
This section describes the main properties of two underwater
domains1 where the AUVs RexROV2 and BlueROV2 have
to complete missions in the presence of incomplete informa-
tion, numeric and temporal constraints. As a running exam-
ple, we consider an AUV which is used to implement multi-
ple tasks in the underwater domain such as: (i) seabed map-
ping, (ii) structure reconstruction, (iii) inspection of valves,
(iv) manipulation of their handles, and (v) cleaning of the
biofouling at the BLA. Figure 6a shows the simulation sce-
nario and Figure 6b shows a real environment.

Domain Description (Simulation Scenario). An offshore
scenario called Biofouling Cleaning (Figure 6a) includes a
set of blowout preventers (BOPs), structures with a valve at-
tached that can be open or closed (the valve state is unknown
at planning time). In addition, the environment presents mul-
tiple wind turbines which require regular inspection of their

1In https://github.com/YanielCarreno/tcp-domains.git you can
find the domains and problems we analyse in this paper.



(a) (b)

Figure 6: In (a) the Biofouling Cleaning domain with multiple turbines that require inspection. The AUV-1 generates a plan
solution to solve mission goals while keeping battery levels at adequate levels. In (b) the BlueROV2 operates as an AUV
implementing inspection and manipulation missions with incomplete information of the initial state.

bases and the execution of maintenance around the BLA that
is usually affected by the biofouling effects. The structure’s
coordinates are known, and the AUV (RexROV2) does not
have any initial knowledge about the seabed characteristics.
This scenario allows the implementation of missions that
cover all types of tasks described in this section. The se-
quence of actions the AUV should implement depends on
the sensing action outcomes. This domain was partially de-
scribed in Example 1. Therefore, all mission requirements
defined in Example 1 holds in this domain. The only addi-
tion to this domain concerning the example is the valves (v1
and v2) inspection, which must be closed at the mission end.

In this example, the action sense-valve adds
knowledge related to possible valve states. The action
close-valve presents the precondition (valve state
?v state on). Therefore, the run-time plan execution
determines if the valves requires to be manipulated if during
plan execution the AUV identifies state on the branch to
choose should have the close-valve action. This domain
includes temporal constraints to support recharging. In
addition, the domain introduces numeric constraints associ-
ated with data communication. Action sense-valve has
an effect that increases (data acquired ?r - robot)
if the valve is open. In addition, the action sense-valve
is conditioned by the robot’s data capacity. This constraint
makes the robot navigate to the surface and communicate
data, using action broadcast-data, before executing a
new sensing action if data was previously acquired. There-
fore, the ¬state on plan solution presents a completely
different sequence of actions.

Temporal constraints are essential for scheduling recharg-
ing activities due to the docking point availability. There is
no sequence of actions that allows the AUV to achieve the
goal without knowledge of the valve states: choosing the
correct action to execute after sensing the valve state de-
pends on the (run-time) result of whether the valve is open or
closed. The characteristics of this problem where the solu-
tion requires temporal and numeric constraints and incom-
plete sensing information make it a temporally-contingent
planning problem. Figure 7 shows a fragment of the plan
for the Biofouling Cleaning problem of closing two valves.
The plan presents a set of branches that lead to different ac-

Time: (Action Name) [Duration]

0.00: (navigation auv base v1) [100.00]

100.01: (sense-valve auv camera1 v1) [30.00]

<BRANCH, 1, true, (state_on v1)>

130.02: (close-valve auv v1) [50.00]

180.03: (navigation auv v1 surfc.3) [67.00]

247.04: (recharge-battery auv surfc.3) [43.80]

290.85: (broadcast-data auv surfc.3) [10.00]

300.86: (navigation auv surfc.3 v2) [70.10]

370.97: (sense-valve auv camera1 v2) [30.00]

<BRANCH, 2, true, (state_on v2)>

400.98: (close-valve auv v2) [50.00]

450.01: (navigation auv v2 base) 160.00]

610.02: (broadcast-data auv base) [10.00]

620.03: (recover-robot auv base) [1.00]

<BRANCH, 2, false, (state_on v2)>

400.98: (navigation auv v2 base) [260.00]

606.99: (recover-robot auv base) [1.00]

<BRANCH, 1, false, (state_on v1)>

130.02: (navigation auv v1 v2) [280.00]

410.03: (sense-valve auv camera1 v2) [30.00]

<BRANCH, 2, true, (state_on v2)>

440.04: (close-valve auv v2) [50.00]

490.05: (navigation auv v2 surfc.5) [140.00]

630.06: (recharge-battery auv surfc.5) [42.00]

672.07: (broadcast-data auv surf.5) [10.00]

682.08: (navigation auv surf.5 base) [320.00]

1002.09: (recover-robot auv base) [1.00]

Figure 7: A fragment of a temporally-contingent plan for the
Biofouling Cleaning domain where the AUV needs to close
two valves. The plan considers action start times and dura-
tions. The sensing action sense-valve leads to conditional
plan branches that consider the set of possible outcomes.

tion sequences depending on the output of the sensing ac-
tion. In addition, the recharging action is implemented at
other times. Another mission goal is to implement the main-
tenance of the BLA at one of the wind farm turbines. The
actions to implement this goal are considered in Example
1. The AUV should use its sensory system to evaluate the
BLA’s state. If the condition is optimal (non-obstructed), the
robot already completes the goal. On the other hand, if the



Figure 8: A layered temporally-contingent plan modelling
an AUV in a valve turning mission, with simplified states.

area is dirty, the AUV should implement cleaning labours
to leave the area ready for the boats. The implementation of
the cleaning action consumes a substantial amount of energy
which might force the AUV to go for recharging with high
frequency if more goals are allocated.

Domain Description (Real Scenario): A real underwater
scenario called Underwater Structure (Figure 6b) was built
in the Ocean Systems Laboratory at Heriot-Watt University.
The domain presents two structures, the AUV (BlueROV2)
knows the structures’ positions but lacks knowledge about
the remaining features that define the environment (e.g.,
structure’s shapes, floor irregularities, obstacles, etc.). This
scenario is restricted to missions associated with structure
mapping and exploration. Our AUV is equipped with elec-
trical manipulators, stereo cameras and sonar.

Figure 8 shows a branch representation of a possible
plan solution where the Underwater Structure domain for-
malises a single valve operation and introduces possible dis-
turbances in the model to be consider at the planning time.
The normal operation of the system (Initial-Approach) using
a temporal planner does not review the effect of the distur-
bances (while attempting to identify and underwater valve
embedded in one of the structures) and consider the state
of the valve known (S1 − S2 − S3 − S4). The introduc-
tion of the contingency elements into the system supports a
more realistic model of the environment which lead to mul-
tiple branches. Focusing on S2 the plan can introduce a set
of possible unsafe modes related to the non identification of
the valve. Most importantly, the plan can provide alterna-
tive solution to these problems in advance. Therefore, if the
system faces these problems at the execution time recovery
mechanism are already enclosed in the original plan.

7 Experiments and Results
Our domain and problems are encoded in PDDL. All ex-
periments in this section are run on Ubuntu 16.04, with an

Intel Core i7-8700, limiting the planner to 30 min (minutes)
of CPU@3.2GHz, 16GB of RAM, stack size H = 10. The
experiments focus on the domains described in Section 6
and evaluate the Temporally-Contingent Planning (TCP) ap-
proach. The TCP is defined as the combination of temporal
planner and the contingent analyser that allows the genera-
tion of a temporally-contingent plan solution.

Experiment 1 (Offline Planning). This experiment evalu-
ates the quality of the planning algorithm while generating
plans for 10 problem instances for the domains in Section 6.
Table 1 shows the results of the evaluation. In the first do-
main, the planner obtains solvable solutions for most prob-
lems that reflect different number of assets (A) of types tur-
bines or valves and battery levels (B-L). The approach does
not generate a solution for the last two problems consider-
ing the planning time limitations. A similar situation occurs
in the real scenario when the maximum number of mapping
failures associated with valve identifications is 10. The main
reason for time out—(TO) time limitation for planning—is a
large number of branches the system needs to create online
to cope with all possible states of the unknown properties
(e.g., valve’s location and valve’s state).

Results show the maximum makespan assuming the robot
takes the most extended branch (seed branch). We have no-
ticed the planning time is considerably affected by the in-
troduction of time slots for recharging. For the second do-
main, the plan solvability rate is also successful. We notice
the makespan is significantly smaller for this domain. Fail-
ures associated with the non-identification of the valve do
not increase mission makespan. This is a consequence of the
fact that the actions related to fixing the problems are primar-
ily static and require a short period. Planning time is short,
which is relevant since we aim to increase the complexity
and the size of the experiments as future work. This ex-
periment attempts to evaluate the robustness of the system.
Therefore, we extend the planning times for more extended
periods than we should have when implementing missions
considering the dynamic of the underwater domain.

Experiment 2 (Biofouling Cleaning Plan Execution). This
experiment evaluates the mission failure rate (FR), plan-
ning execution times (PET), and replanning times (RT)
when executing missions over long-term periods. Experi-
ment 2 considers the execution of the Biofouling Clean-
ing domain (Simulation Scenario) problems in Experiment 1
and presents the number of actions executed overall plans
generated to solve each problem for the benchmark solver
(A*) and the TCP (A**) approach. Table 2 shows our ap-
proach outperforms the benchmark planner in most of the
problems considering our system generates a plan that deals
with uncertainty levels not considered by the baseline sys-
tem. In addition, our method can reduce the risks of plan
unsolvability that appears due to the time constraints or lim-
itations in the resources the domain introduces. For instance,
the robot needs to communicate data every time the BLA is
cleaned. This can bring problems when the system takes the
current state for replanning as the data communication be-
came a hard goal. Its execution receives a high priority, af-
fecting the initial plan the AUV was implementing. In this



Biofouling Cleaning Underwater Structure

Prob. A B-L PT M F B-L PT M

1 2 60 1.3 701.2 1 50 1.2 43.4
2 4 60 1.2 834.7 2 60 1.6 51.9
3 5 90 1.3 870.2 2 70 1.1 54.2
4 7 80 2.0 1650.1 3 80 3.5 68.4
5 8 50 5.6 2050.3 4 90 2.6 67.5
6 8 90 4.2 1927.7 4 60 3.1 102.1
7 10 100 2.3 2872.8 6 90 1.4 177.0
8 10 70 4.7 3543.6 8 90 3.1 182.0
9 10 50 TO TO 10 60 TO TO

10 15 70 TO TO 10 90 TO TO

Table 1: Experiment 1: Results for planning time (PT) in min
and makespan (M) in min for multiple problem instances of
the (i) Biofouling Cleaning domain and the (ii) Underwater
Structure domain for different sets of assets (A) valves or
turbines battery levels (B-L) in %, and number of failures
(F). Time out (TO) while finding a solution.

Benchmark Planner TCP Approach

Prob. A*/A** FR PET RT FR PET RT

1 52/35 0.1 988.2 8.5 0.0 691.2 –
2 84/53 0.2 993.6 15.9 0.0 802.5 –
3 72/51 0.2 780.2 – 0.0 772.1 –
4 92/73 0.3 1756.8 139.4 0.0 1212.3 –
5 103/84 0.3 2073.3 37.1 0.1 2168.3 28.7
6 145/102 0.3 1909.8 12.4 0.0 1819.5 –
7 118/87 0.3 2956.1 92.3 0.0 2637.4 –
8 268/113 0.3 3598.2 127.3 0.0 3200.3 –
9 312/– 0.4 4109.2 161.9 TO TO TO
10 532/– 0.5 6230.1 235.1 TO TO TO

Table 2: Experiment 2: Failure Rate (FR) in %, Planning Ex-
ecution Times (PT) and Replanning Times (RT) in min when
evaluating a benchmark temporal planner and our Temporar-
ily Contingent Planning (TCP) approach is a set of 10 prob-
lems with different levels of complexity for the Biofouling
Cleaning domain. Time out (TO) while finding a solution.

type of settings, missions dealing with dynamic changes us-
ing uncertainty have a high risk of failure. Finally, the bench-
mark planner needs to replan multiple time in all problems
which increases the number of actions (A*) required to solve
the whole mission respect to our approach (A**).

Experiment 3 (Underwater Structure Plan Execution).
This experiment focuses on execution, and we evaluate the
system’s performance in a laboratory environment using
BlueROV2. Figure 9 analyses the mission execution time for
10 different problems with the introduction of 5 forced fail-
ures during the mission, associated with the valve state and
valve’s localisation. The generation of contingent branches
during the planning stage significantly improves mission im-
plementation times. This is mainly due to the time required
by the temporal planner (OPTIC) to replan to achieve a plan
that responds to the valve’s actual state or identification. Our

Figure 9: Experiment 3: Plan execution time in 10 problem
instances of the Underwater Structure domain over 10 runs.
Results show our approach solves problems with uncertainty
in the SI and temporal constraints.

approach reduces replanning in non-quiescent environments
since the algorithm can consider contingent effects at plan-
ning time. In addition, it deals with temporal and numeric
constraints. However, contingent plans suffer from small-
time variations associated with the delays resulting from the
system choosing the contingent branch to follow. We typi-
cally have conditional plans to handle problems that have a
high probability of occurring. This is the case of the domains
we presented in this work. Replanning shows promising re-
sult to maintain the mission’s survivability. However, it can
introduce unnecessary delays in the mission, mainly when
we can use alternative algorithms that deal with certain lev-
els of uncertainty in the domain.

8 Conclusions
We present a general approach to task planning based on the
combination of temporal planning, contingent planning and
run-time sensing. Our approach focuses on the translation
of temporally-contingent planning problems into temporal
problems. This idea enlarges the range of problems that tem-
poral planners can solve. We introduce an alternative so-
lution that solves temporally-contingent planning problems
using offline temporal planning, which reduces the risks as-
sociated with replaning in non-quiescent environments. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method of dealing with
AUV missions in simulated and real scenarios. We propose
a new type of domain environment that require solvers to
consider temporal reasoning, such as (i) timed initial liter-
als and deadlines and (ii) manage resources using numerical
fluents. Future work aims to extend the approach to more
challenging scenarios when the contingent planning reason-
ing requires considering other robots. In addition, we plan
to extend the system to deal with more significant size prob-
lems where the source of uncertainty can be associated with
exogenous events.
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